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Development of a new generation of low groove density blazed echelle gratings optimized for MIGHTI, a
space borne spatial heterodyne interferometer operating in the visible and near infrared is described.
Special demands are placed on the wavefront accuracy, groove profile, and efficiency of these gratings.
These demands required a new ruling for this application with significant improvements over existing
gratings. Properties of a new generation of highly efficient, plane gratings with 64 grooves/mm blazed at
8.2° are reported.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Ionospheric Connection Explorer (ICON) project is a NASA
sponsored Explorer class satellite mission. It aims to explore the
boundary between Earth and space by probing the extreme variability
of Earth's ionosphere with in-situ and remote-sensing instruments. A
principal instrument on ICON is the Michelson Interferometer for
Global High-resolution Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI) built at the
Naval Research Laboratory and tasked to remotely measure the
neutral wind field and temperatures at altitudes between 90 and 300
km [1].
The MIGHTI instrument uses the Doppler shift of the naturally
occurring atomic oxygen red (630.0nm) and green (557.7nm)
lines to measure wind velocities. The temperature in the lower
thermosphere is derived from the spectral shape of the
molecular oxygen A band around 760nm [2, 3], which is
sampled by narrow band interference filters at the MIGHTI
array detectors. The wind vectors are derived by making two
perpendicular line of sight wind speed measurements 45˚ and
135˚ in azimuth from the satellite ram direction. MIGHTI uses
two identical field widened Michelson interferometers and uses
the fringe phase shifts resulting from the Doppler shifts of the

emission lines to derive the line of sight wind velocities. This
concept is fundamentally similar to the technique employed by
the highly successful WINDII instrument on UARS [4], which
used an interferometer with a movable mirror in one
interferometer arm to sample several phase points of a
monochromatic fringe.
MIGHTI uses a modified Spatial Heterodyne Spectroscopy (SHS)
technique called Doppler Asymmetric Spatial Heterodyne
(DASH) spectroscopy, which eliminates moving interferometer
parts by replacing the interferometer mirrors with fixed tilted
gratings and which produces an interferogram around the
optical path difference for which the Doppler shift sensitivity is
the largest [5-10]. One can think of the individual grating facets
as small mirrors, all at different optical path differences, that
are imaged on the array detector, where many dozens of optical
path difference samples of the interferogram are recorded
simultaneously. Figures 1 and 2 give schematics of the DASH
interferometer .
The DASH technique provides several advantages, including the
monolithic design and the ability to simultaneously observe a

caalibration line. However
H
otherr instrument asspects have to be
b
ad
ddressed so they do not outweigh the advantaages. The main

backsid
des of the facets, the blaze an
ngle, the facet flatness, the
angularr beam shape aand the overall b
beam angle.

2. GRA
ATING REQUIIREMENTS
Since M
MIGHTI is operrating at 630.0
0nm, 557.7nm and around
760nm
m, the MIGHTI gratings require high efficien
ncy at all of
these w
wavelengths. T
The oxygen red line is the mostt challenging
measurrement, especiially at the botttom side of itts nighttime
airglow
w layer where the atmospherric signal is weeak, which is
why th
he MIGHTI graatings have beeen optimized ffor 630.0nm
rather than for 557.7n
nm or 760.0nm
m. The bright O2 band at 760
nm is u
used to determ
mine atmospherric temperatures using the
band’s rotational strructure, which is sampled w
with narrow
or without th
he need for
interfe rence filters aat the detecto
resolviing DASH fringees.

Figure 1. Schem
matic of a DAS
SH interferomeeter for MIGHT
TI.
Light from the sk
ky enters from the left and is imaged onto tw
wo
identical gratings at the ends of the beamsp
plitter (BS) arm
ms.
Diiffracted light passes back
k through thee arms to th
he
beeamsplitter where
w
it reco
ombines and the resultin
ng
interference fring
ges are imaged
d on an array detector such ass a
CC
CD (Charge Cou
upled Device). A Dichroic prism in the outp
put
op
ptics separatess the green 55
57nm light fro
om the red an
nd
infrared light.

Plannin
ng of the experim
ment showed thatt all of the abovee wavelengths
and m
mission requirem
ments could bee achieved by building an
interferrometer with hiigh efficiency pllane gratings w
with a groove
densityy of 64 l/mm operrating on blaze in
n 8th order for thee green line, 7th
and 6th order for the molecular oxxygen band in
order foor the red line, an
the nearr infrared.
To m
meet the ICON
N science reequirements, tthe grating
requireements of MIG
GHTI exceeded the specificattions of any
commeercially availab
ble grating, so
o an effort waas made to
constru
uct the necesssary gratings. This paper p
presents the
details of producing aand evaluating ttwo generation
ns of gratings
to achi eve our goals. Table 1 summaarizes the speciifications for
the MIG
GHTI gratings, as negotiated with grating veendors to be
within state-of-the artt capabilities.
Table 1
1. MIGHTI Gra
ating Specifica
ations

Figure 2. 3D schematic of the
e MIGHTI DASH
H interferometeer.
Th
he
non-polarrizing
N-Bk7
7
beamsplitteer
is
~50
0%
traansmitting/refllecting. The fie
eld widening prrisms are of SF5
57
glaass and are atta
ached to the cub
be by angled sp
pacer blocks. Th
he
grratings are on fu
used silica blan
nks and are attaached to the fieeld
wiidening prisms by fixed plane parallel spacer blocks. By usin
ng
th
he spacer blockss, we avoid hav
ving additional glass in the ligght
paath and allow fo
or the thermal mismatch
m
betw
ween the differeent
op
ptical glasses ussed [11].
ch
hallenge of the field
f
widened DASH
D
interferom
meter is the low
wer
eff
fficiency compa
ared to a classical Michelson
n interferometter
wiith flat, rooftop or corner cube
e mirrors, for which
w
the absolu
ute
eff
fficiency is typ
pically determined by the reeflectivity of th
he
mirror surface coatings
c
and be
eamsplitter effiiciency only. Th
he
ab
bsolute efficiency of gratings on the other hand
h
is not on
nly
deetermined by the coating reflectivity,
r
butt also by oth
her
paarameters inclu
uding the effe
ective area thaat is lost to th
he

Item
Wavelenngths of
interest

D
Detail
6630nm, 558nm Inteerferometric
7750 – 780nm Signnal only

Substratte

F
Fused silica, 42 x 332.3 mm x 8mm. Grating
ssubstrates polishedd flat and square onn all sides.

Ruling

C
Central 29 x 18 mm
m of front face, leaaving an outer
bbare fused silica zoone for bonding grrating to the
innterferometer. Grrooves parallel to llong edge of
ssubstrate to better tthan 5.0 arc min
664.285 lines/mm
88.2 degrees nominaal, blazed for 558nnm (8th order),
6630nm (7th order), and 760nm (6th orrder)
F
Following best praactices, optimized ffor 7th and 8th
oorders
F
Flat to λ/10 wave aat 558nm
G
Gold
F
Following best praactice

Groove density
Blaze anngle
Efficienccy
Diffracteed wavefront
Grating coating
Paralleliism between
blank annd grating
surface

The grrating blanks w
were fused silicaa and were speecified to be
flat, wiith the side facces polished flaat and perpendicular to the
front fa
face and to eacch other. The side faces werre used as a
referen
nce for aligningg the grating gro
ooves and for o
orienting the
gratinggs when assem
mbling the interrferometer. In addition, on
nt face a clear 5 mm wide border (Fig. 3) wass left outside
the fron
the grrating rulings to permit bon
nding the grattings to the
interfe rometer arms. Conventional ggratings ruled iin gold were

indicated to allow blazing for maximum efficciency at 630nm
m.
Ass DASH uses the
t
gratings in
n the Littrow configuration, a
triiangular groov
ve profile with
h a blaze anggle of 8.2° was
w
sp
pecified.

The steeepness of the bacckside angle is lim
mited by the rulin
ng process and
by the difficulty it imp
poses on the sep
paration of repliicas from the
master during processiing. The roughn
ness of the grating facets and
edges aand irregularity o
of grooves all con
ntribute to light lo
osses through
scatterin
ng and grating gh
hosts.
The ideeal efficiency wass calculated usingg the PCGrate sim
mulation code
[12] (deescribed below) o
of an ideal gold-ccoated grating haaving perfectly
flat and
d smooth blazed
d groove facets aat 8.2° angle, 90° peak corner
angle, aand 81.8° oppositte facet angle. In this ideal case th
he efficiencies
would b
be 93%, 90%, an
nd 75% in the 6thh order at 760 nm
m, 7th order at
630 nm
m, and 8th order att 558 nm, respecctively. These vallues represent
the theooretical limit of w
what is achievablee.

Figure 3. Diffracction grating blank and ruled area
a
– schematic.
Grrating blank is 42
4 mm x 32.2mm.
Tw
wo additional requirements arise from th
he interferometter
ap
pplication: first, th
he diffracted wav
vefronts from thee two gratings neeed
to be flat within ~1/10 wave to ke
eep the fringes sttraight, and secon
nd,
the grooves of the two
t gratings need to be aligned su
uch that the grating
disspersions are in the same plane. The first requirrement is managged
byy ruling on a flat substrate and by
y careful replicatiion technique. The
T
seecond is managed
d by using a side face as a reference for the direction
off the ruling engine. Knowledge off the master rulin
ng direction is 1 arc
a
e faces are used to orient a gratiing
min or better. Thereafter, the side
blaank and master parallel to each other
o
during rep
plication. This was
w
acccomplished by using
u
a replication
n fixture to hold the master grating
an
nd product substtrate, maintaining
g alignment whille the epoxy cures.
To
o achieve the pre
ecision needed for the MIGHTI graatings, the working
su
urfaces of the fixtu
ure were ground to achieve the neeeded planarity, the
t
po
olished substrate
e sides were the reference
r
surfacee and micrometeers
weere used for incrremental adjustm
ments. Once the master
m
and repliica
su
ubstrates were mated in the fixture, the retturn image of an
au
utocollimator wa
as used to align the reference su
urfaces. The who
ole
ap
pparatus was the
en subject to the curing cycle. Oncce the epoxy cureed,
the replica “sandw
wich” was transfe
erred to a standaard fixture used to
seeparate the maste
er from the produ
uct. The side and bottom faces of the
t
replica gratings are
a subsequently
y used as referrence surfaces for
f
aliigning the groove
es when assembliing the SHS interfferometers.

3.. GRATING EFFFICIENCY
Th
he absolute grating efficiency is liimited by severaal factors includin
ng:
reflectivity of the coating,
c
facet angle, backside faccet angle, and faccet
urface quality, wh
hich is importantt for minimizingg scattering, ghossts,
su
an
nd unwanted ord
ders. A gold coa
ating was selecteed as it has, among
su
uitable materialss, the best refl
flectivity at 630
0nm (≈93%), the
t
waavelength of the
e weakest therm
mospheric emissio
on line of intereest.
Mo
oreover, it show
ws acceptable refl
flectivity for the green line and the
t
molecular oxygen band. Likewise, the facet angle was
w selected to put
p
63
30.0nm on blaze
e. By choosing
g 7th order for 630nm, the oth
her
waavelengths, 557n
nm and 760nm,, are also on bllaze in 8th and 6th
orrders, respectively
y. The steepest practical
p
backsidee angle is sought as
ligght striking this side
s of the groov
ves is lost into higgh negative ordeers.

On this basis, a prototyp
pe grating was rulled and two repliicas produced.
nd assembled intto a prototype
These rreplicas were measured, tested, an
interferrometer block. W
While meeting thee nominal specifications stated
in Tablle 1, these gratin
ngs only producced an efficiencyy of ~50% at
630nm.. PCGrate simullations using thee groove profile measured by
atomic force microscopyy (AFM) showed
d that it was likelly that a more
efficientt grating could b
be produced by im
mproving the faccet roughness
and thee groove shape, diirectly resulting in a significant im
mprovement of
the MIG
GHTI performancce.
After aadditional experrimentation witth ruling styluss shape and
pressurre, gold thicknesss and deposition,, a second gratin
ng master was
produceed. This gratingg had smoother ffacets and a steeeper backside
angle. Eight fourth geeneration replicaas of this masteer have been
TI flight instrumeent (FM-n), for aan engineering
produceed for the MIGHT
model ((EM-n), and for ttwo flight spares.. In the followingg sections, the
measurrements and pro
operties of thesee flight gratings, which are all
replicass of the same masster, are presenteed.

4. GRA
ATING SURFA
ACE PROFILESS AND GROOV
VE
MODEELING
After tthe replicas weere produced, A
AFM measurem
ments of the
groovee profiles were made at Bach Research and at St. Cloud
State U
University. Fiigure 4 showss the AFM profiles of an
engine ering model ggrating replicatted from the ffinal master
ruling. The Flight Mo
odel (FM) gratin
ngs are also rep
plicas of this
masterr.
The eff
fficiencies weree modeled with
h the PCGrate code which
solves Maxwell’s eq
quations for aan electromaggnetic wave
inciden
nt on the gratin
ng groove and accounts for th
he measured
irregullar shape, the m
measured rough
hness of the gro
oove profile,
and th
he index of reefraction of thee coating and the grating
substraate.
The F
Fresnel reflecttivity and transmissivity
coefficiients are calculaated at each intterface of the co
oating on the
groovee and at the un
nderlying gratin
ng substrate. T
The code has
proven
n to be accuraate for a variety of master, replica, and
multilaayer coated graatings [13, 14]. The primary iinputs to the
code aare the groove profile and th
he optical consstants of the
coatingg and the subsstrate. In the caase of MIGHTI, the groove
profile was measured
d by atomic forrce microscopyy (AFM), and
the opttical constants w
were from Palik
k [15]. Since go
old is opaque
in the visible, only o
one interface w
was modeled, tthe top gold
coatingg.
M-1 groove pro
ofile with a prisstine gold coating was used
The EM
to calcculate the efficciency. The effficiency calculations were
perform
med by settingg the angle of incidence on th
he grating to
the Litttrow condition
n for 7th order and 632.8 nm wavelength

(aassumed to be
b 8.16° for the calculattions). For th
he
measurements de
escribed below
w, the grating waas also rotated by
b
0.4
4° out-of-plane so the detector could be scan
nned through th
he
diffracted orderss without occu
ulting the incid
dent beam. Th
his
ngle was include
ed in the calcula
ations.
an

micron
n area at a timee, its results havve to be verified
d by spectral
measurrements over a wider rangee to determine the actual
blaze aand groove dep
pth achieved. W
With that inforrmation, one
can maanipulate the ru
uling diamond shape and weigght to arrive
at the d
desired blaze.

Figure 4. AFM im
mage of MIGHTI grating groovees.
Th
he groove modell was constructe
ed from AFM daata considering the
t
folllowing informattion:
(a) The surfacce data of EM-1 shown
s
in Figure 5 was corrected for
f
°.
leveling by ad
dding an angle of 0.059
0
(b) Quadrattic curves are fit to the blazze facet and th
he
backside facet.
(c) The stan
ndard deviation
n from the quad
dratic curves iss ±
7.6 nm. Aw
way from the ro
ounded vertex and trough, th
he
deviation fro
om the smooth quadratic fitteed to the workin
ng
blaze facet iss 4 nm.
(d) Average fitted angle on
n the blaze faceet was 7.38°, an
nd
the backsid
de facet angle (beyond the rounded verteex)
varies from 20° to 60°. Thiis AFM groove shape was inp
put
into the PCG
Grate code and
d the calculateed efficiency was
w
compared to
o 633nm measu
ured efficienciees, which peak in
the 7th orderr with values ra
anging from 70.0
0% to 73.4%.
Ussing the measu
ured 7.38° blaze
e angle of the EM-1
E
groove, th
he
caalculated on-bla
aze order number is 6.3 and the efficiency at
63
32.8 nm wavele
ength is shared
d between the 6th and 7th ordeers
an
nd the calculate
ed 632.8nm effiiciencies were much
m
lower thaan
th
he measured efficiencies.
e
To
T bring the calculations
c
in
nto
aggreement with
h observationss, EM-1 groo
ove height was
w
increased by 10%
%, increasing th
he facet angle to 8.1°. With th
his
on
ne adjustment, practically all of the efficien
ncy at 632.8 nm
n
ap
ppears on blaze
e in the 7th ord
der. While thee AFM accurateely
measured the 180 nm depths off holes on a calib
bration sample,, it
ap
pparently under-measured the much larger 1.73 μm gratin
ng
grroove depth by 10%. While the
t 70% calculaated efficiency in
th
he on-blaze 7th order
o
is a few percent lower th
han the measureed
eff
fficiencies, the calculated an
nd measured efficiencies are
a
ottherwise in good agreement.
Th
he AFM is an excellent
e
tool with
w
which to determine
d
groov
ve
sh
hape and rough
hness due to its
i ability to im
mage features as
sm
mall as a few an
ngstroms. The
e hope that it could become th
he
ultimate standarrd for predictin
ng grating perfo
ormance has not
n
o far proven to
o be the case. Since it looks only at a ~10
00
so

Figure 5. Groove pro
ofile derived fro
om AFM scans of a replica
he FM master ggrating. Panel (a) is the meassured profile
from th
and thee fitted profile, which is almosst identical, pan
nel (b) is the
deviatiion from a quadratic fit, and p
panel (c) is thee facet angle
across the groove.

5. GRA
ATING EFFICIENCY MEASU
UREMENTS
measurements w
were made, one, the “MIGHTI
Two seets of efficiency m
configurration” was mad
de with a fixed angle of inciden
nce as in the
MIGHTII instrument, and
d the second “Litttrow configuratio
on” was made
with a fixed detector aand variable an
ngle of incidencee so that the

measurement was always made at the Littrow angle for the order in
question.
Various unpolarized lasers operating at 632.8, 557.7 and 543nm were
used to measure the grating efficiency in the red and green bands.
Figure 6 shows a schematic of the measurement geometry. The lasers
reflect from near the top edge of a mirror and onto the grating. In this
“MIGHTI configuration”, the grating is aligned to put 7th (red) or 8th
(green) order at the Littrow condition for an angle of 8.2°. The grating
was also tilted out of plane by 0.4° so diffracted rays can pass above the
top edge of the mirror and are then measured with a power meter
scanning the locations of the different orders. Incident laser power
was measured by moving the power meter to the dashed location in
Figure 6. Laser spots were 5-6mm in diameter at the grating and at the
power meter, underfilling the 9.5mm diameter power meter by a
comfortable margin.

Table 2. Efficiency measurements of several sister gratings in the
MIGHTI configuration.
Efficiency (%)
632.8 nm
Order

FM-4

FM-5

FM-6

4
5

543.4 nm
FM-4

FM-5

FM-6

557.7
nm

FM-7*

EM-1

EM-2

1.49

1.9

1.7

FM-7*
0.57
1.16

1.42

2.2

2.0

6

0.09

0.10

0.06

0.63

0.1

0.1

7

71.6

71.2

70.8

69.9

72.1

72.5

2.6

2.3

2.2

0.18

8

3.2

3.2

3.1

1.53

5.35

3.8

3.6

50.4

50.1

51.7

61.6

9

0.18

0.3

0.3

8.8

8.5

7.9

3.72

10

0.10

0.1

0.1

0.27

These values are not adjusted for the reflectivity of the gold coating, 93% at
632.8nm, 77% at 543nm, and 83.5% at 558nm [15]. *The FM-7 measurements
were made with the frequency stabilized lasers as detailed below.

A. FM-7 Efficiency at 557.7nm, 632.8nm, MIGHTI configuration

Figure 6. Schematic of arrangement for measuring grating
efficiency in the MIGHTI configuration near 7th and 8th orders
for the red and green sources, respectively. A 45° mirror used
near its edge (EM) directs the laser beam to the grating. The
angle of incidence was fixed at 8.2° and the power meter moved
through the orders or to the dashed location to measure
incident power.
The Littrow configuration was similar, except the power meter was
stationary and the grating was rotated through many orders. Table 2
summarizes measured efficiencies of several of these sister replica
gratings made with lasers near the working wavelengths of the
gratings and in orders near the working orders.

The measurement geometry was as follows: Two frequency stabilized
and polarized lasers operating at 557nm and 632.8nm were used to
measure the FM-7 grating efficiency in wavelength bands of MIGHTI.
The final setup is as in Figure 6, but a beamsplitter was introduced into
the incident beam and a second power meter added to monitor the
brightness of the lasers, which in the case of the green laser varied
significantly with time. For the green laser, a solid state device, a
collimating lens, a faraday rotator, and a narrow band filter were
added to help eliminate back reflections into the laser and to eliminate
an unwanted infra-red emission from the laser. The grating was
aligned to put either 7th or 8th order at the Littrow angle (α = 8.2°).
These lasers were aligned with their polarization at 45° to the grating
grooves. By using the two channel power meter, the data were
corrected for laser power variations. By logging the data with a
computer, more than 100 individual readings were averaged for each
data point. The accuracy achieved was better than 0.1% for all but the
faintest orders. Table 3 and Figure 7 report measured efficiencies for
all accessible orders of grating FM-7. Typical stray light levels
observed between orders were less than 0.1% of the nearby orders.

Table 3. Measured Efficiency of Grating FM-7.
Order
-23
-22
-21
-20
-19
-18
-17
-16
-15
-14
-13
-12
-11
-10
-9
-8
-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4

Grating efficiency
557.7nm 632.8nm
7.60E-04
2.00E-03
1.80E-03
1.51E-03
2.44E-03
3.58E-03
1.78E-03
2.44E-03
3.06E-03
1.96E-03
1.95E-03
1.01E-03
1.24E-03
1.77E-03
1.49E-03
7.05E-04
4.82E-04
9.55E-04
1.28E-03
1.31E-03
8.33E-04
3.07E-04
4.89E-04
1.29E-03
1.90E-03
2.16E-03
3.00E-03
5.66E-03

3.24E-03
1.92E-03
3.86E-03
3.97E-03
2.77E-03
4.99E-03
3.88E-03
2.15E-03
2.68E-03
3.40E-03
2.64E-03
1.50E-03
1.22E-03
1.77E-03
2.68E-03
3.19E-03
2.58E-03
1.21E-03
6.63E-04
1.65E-03
3.16E-03
4.38E-03
6.05E-03
9.54E-03
1.49E-02

Order
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Grating efficiency
557.7nm 632.8nm
1.16E-02
1.53E-02
1.83E-03
6.16E-01
3.72E-02
2.75E-03
9.79E-04
1.12E-03
1.32E-03
9.34E-04
3.98E-04
1.41E-04
1.60E-04
2.35E-04
2.60E-04
2.11E-04
1.42E-04
9.95E-05
7.65E-05
6.87E-05
5.91E-05
4.82E-05
3.74E-05
2.76E-05
2.44E-05
2.40E-05
1.96E-05

1.42E-02
6.33E-03
6.99E-01
5.35E-02
1.76E-03
1.05E-03
1.43E-03
1.48E-03
9.84E-04
4.87E-04
2.77E-04
3.22E-04
3.90E-04
4.02E-04
3.33E-04
2.45E-04
1.81E-04
1.46E-04
1.33E-04
1.33E-04
1.26E-04
1.11E-04
9.07E-05
7.15E-05

Figure 7. Measured and calculated efficiencies for grating FM-7
at a fixed 8.2° angle of incidence. Peak efficiency is in 7th
order(A) at 633nm and 8th order (B) at 558nm.
B. FM-7 Efficiency at 632.8nm, Littrow configuration
A second detailed set of 633nm efficiency measurements (see Table 4)
were made with the grating mounted on a rotary stage so it could be
scanned through many orders in the Littrow configuration with a fixed
detector. Measurements of this sort were made on FM-7 at NRL and
on EM-1 at St. Cloud State University.
Table 4. Grating FM-7 efficiency at 632.8nm (unpolarized) in the
Littrow configuration.
Order

Obs.
Efficiency

Calc.
Efficiency

Littrow
angle
(°)

Order

Obs.
Efficiency

Calc.
Efficiency

Littrow
angle
(°)

-48

5.13E-04

-77.5

0

3.25E-03

5.63E-04

0.0

-47

1.13E-03

-72.9

1

3.54E-03

2.78E-03

1.2

-46

5.31E-03

-69.3

2

4.35E-03

7.47E-03

2.3

-45

6.59E-03

-66.2

3

6.69E-03

1.45E-02

3.5

-44

1.73E-02

-63.5

4

1.02E-02

2.74E-02

4.7

-43

4.27E-02

-61.0

5

8.39E-03

3.70E-02

5.8

-42

5.63E-02

-58.7

6

8.97E-03

1.55E-02

7.0

-41

4.61E-02

-56.5

7

7.00E-01

6.74E-01

8.2

-40

2.40E-02

-54.4

8

6.37E-02

4.49E-02

9.4

-39

8.95E-03

-52.5

9

2.00E-03

1.90E-03

10.5

-38

4.58E-03

-50.6

10

1.45E-03

9.93E-04

11.7

-37

7.14E-03

-48.8

11

1.79E-03

1.30E-03

12.9

-36

7.11E-03

-47.1

12

1.69E-03

1.06E-03

14.1

-35

4.36E-03

-45.4

13

1.03E-03

9.61E-04

15.3

-34

1.27E-03

-43.8

14

4.25E-04

6.72E-04

16.5

-33

1.74E-03

-42.2

15

2.70E-04

2.59E-04

17.8

-32

2.91E-03

-40.6

16

3.60E-04

2.87E-04

19.0

-31

3.27E-03

-39.1

17

4.23E-04

1.79E-04

20.2

-30

2.46E-03

-37.6

18

3.53E-04

2.21E-04

21.5

-29

2.01E-03

-36.1

19

2.23E-04

7.71E-05

22.7

-28

1.14E-03

-34.7

20

1.28E-04

5.70E-05

24.0

-27

1.47E-03

-33.3

21

9.93E-05

5.84E-05

25.3

-26

2.02E-03

-31.9

22

8.11E-05

1.32E-04

26.6

-25

2.37E-03

-30.6

23

7.55E-05

1.71E-04

27.9

-24

1.89E-03

-29.2

24

5.64E-05

3.37E-04

29.2

-23

1.60E-03

-27.9

25

4.90E-05

3.16E-04

30.6

-22

9.60E-04

-26.6

26

5.12E-05

2.50E-04

31.9

-21

9.25E-04

6.18E-03

-25.3

27

5.09E-05

1.19E-04

33.3

-20

1.16E-03

1.17E-03

-24.0

28

5.31E-05

1.32E-04

34.7

-19

1.46E-03

6.30E-03

-22.7

29

5.02E-05

36.1

-18

1.54E-03

2.99E-03

-21.5

30

5.22E-05

37.6

-17

1.34E-03

1.02E-02

-20.2

31

5.07E-05

39.1

-16

1.10E-03

5.31E-03

-19.0

32

4.99E-05

40.6

-15

6.92E-04

4.66E-03

-17.8

33

4.50E-05

42.2

-14

6.74E-04

9.15E-03

-16.5

34

4.14E-05

43.8

-13

4.68E-04

6.40E-03

-15.3

35

3.60E-05

45.4

-12

7.97E-04

2.00E-03

-14.1

36

3.35E-05

47.1

-11

9.62E-04

3.42E-03

-12.9

37

3.00E-05

48.8

-10

1.04E-03

5.07E-03

-11.7

38

2.81E-05

50.6

-9

1.01E-03

4.42E-03

-10.5

39

2.81E-05

52.5

-8

8.37E-04

1.62E-03

-9.4

40

2.92E-05

54.4

-7

4.68E-04

6.20E-04

-8.2

41

3.31E-05

56.5

-6

4.09E-04

1.53E-03

-7.0

42

3.46E-05

58.7

-5

2.99E-04

3.13E-03

-5.8

43

3.75E-05

61.0

-4

3.72E-04

4.57E-03

-4.7

44

3.72E-05

63.5

-3

7.37E-04

3.98E-03

-3.5

45

3.69E-05

66.2

-2

1.72E-03

1.84E-03

-2.3

46

3.54E-05

69.3

-1

2.82E-03

5.06E-04

-1.2

47

3.76E-05

72.9

In Figure 8, two independent measurements of two sister replicas of
the master grating are seen to be in good agreement. This implies that
the groove profile is consistent from master to replica. The calculated
efficiencies are in good agreement in the peak orders, and in fair
agreement to either side of the peak. Both the measurements and
calculations show oscillations in the high order efficiencies, but the
calculations are unable to exactly match the measured values. This
may be due to the fact that the AFM sample was only 60 microns
square and the model profile constructed from this may not contain
sufficient detail to fully predict these weak orders. Also presented in
Figure 8 are measurements of the stray light between orders made at
NRL. The stray light is very low for this ruling, but does peak near the
working orders and near the backside orders. This can be understood
since the scattering from the groove facets peaks near the specular
angle at these two positions.

C. Efficiency calculations versus measured performance for
the MIGHTI spectral regions
As reported in Table 1 above, the spectral regions measured by the
MIGHTI instrument in the green (557.7nm), red (630.0nm) and near
infrared (around 760 nm) correspond to the integer rations of 6, 7, and
8, which allows the use of a low order echelle grating to achieve high
efficiency at all these spectral regions.
Figure 9 shows calculated efficiencies in orders 5 – 9 for the MIGHTI
gratings using the grating groove profile measured by the AFM. The
symbols indicate the measured efficiencies at 557nm and 630nm.
While the 557 nm and 630 nm efficiencies are dominated by the n = 8
and 7 orders, respectively, there are small contributions from the n±1
orders. These weak orders are minimized in the final master ruling,
but still contribute a wavefront inclined to the main order wavefront.
As such, they create a weak, high frequency SHS fringe pattern in
addition to the main MIGHTI interferogram. These high frequency
fringes are unresolved in the MIGHTI CCD detectors, result in an
unmodulated background, and therefore do not affect wind retrievals.
The two larger rectangles in Figure 9 indicate the working range of the
IR photometer channels (754 nm to 780nm).
Figure 9 illustrates that the calculated and measured efficiencies at
557nm and 630nm are in excellent agreement for the orders shown.

Figure 8. EM-1 and FM-7 measured and calculated grating
efficiencies for Littrow configurations at 632.8nm. The peak around
order -42 is from the rear facets of the grooves. EM-1 and FM-7 are
two replicas of the same master; the red curve is data from St. Cloud
State and the blue curve is data from NRL. The black curve is the stray
light measured between orders at NRL.

Figure 9. Calculated efficiencies from PCGrate (solid lines)
versus measured efficiencies (symbols) MIGHTI gratings in
orders 5-9. The two larger rectangles indicate the spectral
positions of the IR photometer channels (754 nm to 780nm).

6.. FLATNESS OF
O DIFFRACTEED WAVEFRONT
Sin
nce it is the intterference of tw
wo wavefronts that produce th
he
DA
ASH fringes, th
he plane grating
gs are specified
d to produce fllat
waavefronts to λ/
/10 or better after
a
four stagees of replicatio
on.
Flatness of the diffracted waveffront was measured with a Zyggo
interferometer att 633nm. To acchieve this, the gratings
g
were set
s
on
n a precision rotary stage and adjusted
a
until a flat grating edge
waas perpendicullar to the Zygo
o beam. The grating
g
was theen
ro
otated to the Littrow angle and the reflected wavefro
ont
ob
bserved. Figure 10 is an examp
ple of one such profile. All fligght
qu
uality gratings had
h a flatness of
o <0.045 waves RMS at 633nm
m,
including unused
d portions of gro
oove ends and edges.
e

ace profile map
p for grating FM-1.
F
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Figure 10. Surfa
24 waves at 633nm; all gratin
ngs
deeviation for thiss grating is 0.02
haad an RMS proffile deviation of less than 0.04
45 waves. Pisto
on
an
nd tilt errors are
a removed. These
T
deviation
ns are measureed
fro
om the 7th orde
er diffracted wa
avefront and haave been divideed
byy two to represe
ent the flatness of the grating.
W
While it was not po
ossible to preciselly control the thicckness of the epo
oxy
du
uring replication
n, the average th
hickness was 9.0 microns with
h a
staandard deviation
n of 1.2 microns. The epoxy thickn
ness was measurred
at several points around the margin
m
with a Zygo interferen
nce
ht Machinery, Incc. and the gratinggs were found to be
microscope at Ligh
paarallel to the subsstrate with an ave
erage deviation of 0.43 arc min, wiith
a sstandard deviatiion of 0.40 arc min.
m
These smalll individual erro
ors
(p
piston, tilt) were then compensatted during the in
nterferometer build
byy slightly adjustin
ng the thickness of the adhesive layers
l
between the
t
grrating substrate and
a the spacer to
o the field wideniing prisms (see Fig.
F
2) while viewing the interference fringes. In add
dition, the gratin
ngs
er by matching grratings with simillar
weere paired for each interferomete
an
ngular offsets betw
ween the grating
g face and substraate plane.
7. ORIENTATION
N OF GROOVES
Th
he alignment of the grooves sta
arted with the manufacture
m
of the
t
grrating substrates. The flatness an
nd squareness of the substrate facces
haad to be suitable for this task (~2
2 arc min). It waas essential to align
the plane of disperssion to the edges of the grating blaank. This was done
wiith autocollimato
ors and an Ultrad
dex rotary table. This
T alignment had
h
to be maintained through
t
several generations
g
of grrating replication
n, a
ch
hallenging task.
In ruling the masster, the substra
ate long side facce was used ass a
n. In replication
n, it was used ass a
reference for the groove direction
reference to maintain this gro
oove orientation
n on the replica.
Intterference micro
oscope measurem
ments of the groo
ove tilts relative to

an orth
hogonal face (sidee of the grating ssubstrate) fell intto two groups,
one clu
ustered around 1
13.5 arc min and one clustered around 2.5 arc
min. A ssecond orthogon
nal face (bottom o
of the substrate) was used as a
referencce in the interferrometer assemblyy and the resultan
nt direction of
the groooves of the tw
wo gratings could be made parrallel and the
wavefroont tilts adjusteed by adding small tilt correections while
cementting the last gratting in place. Th
hese small correections to the
grating tip and roll weree also made durin
ng the assembly process. Once
the frin
nges were straigght and of the desired frequen
ncy [11], the
osing it with UV llight.
adhesivve was set by expo
11. ASSSEMBLED INTER
RFEROMETERS
In assem
mbling the gratiings on the arm
ms of DASH interrferometers, a
setup w
was made in the llab where the intterferometer ressted on a large
optical flat. The flat grrating edges werre placed againsst this flat for
referencce orientation aand groove align
nment. Light fro
om laboratory
sourcess (HeNe laser 63
32.8nm, Kr I 558
8nm, and Ne I 630nm lamps)
was useed to produce frin
nges. A reflectivee Offner mirror asssembly and a
commeercial CCD detecto
or were used to observe the proggress of fringe
adjustm
ments as they weere made. Detaileed adjustments tto the gratings
were m
made to achieve th
he desired fringee frequencies [11
1] at the above
wavelen
ngths. When sstraight fringes and a stable allignment was
of UV setting adh
achieveed, minute drops o
hesive were introduced to wick
into thee seams between
n the gratings and
d spacers, and w
were hardened
by overrnight exposuree to UV light. Figure 11 is a photo of an
assemb
bled interferometter.
8. CONC
CLUSIONS
A new master echelle grating and eigght sister replicca gratings of
outstan
nding performan
nce have been produced for the MIGHTI
instrum
ment on ICON. Siix of these gratin
ngs have been asssembled into
three fliight interferometters and two into
o an engineeringg model. Two
cosmetiically less perfecct gratings are fligght spares and h
have been the
subject of some of the ttesting reported here. The gratin
ngs have near
theoreti
tical performancee, and operate in
n 6th, 7th, and 8th o
orders at 760,
630, an
nd 557nm, and th
he flatness of thee gratings (~λ/20
0) is sufficient
for inteerferometry at th
hese wavelengthss. Efficient groovve shapes and
gold coaatings give them highest efficiencyy (>70%) at 630n
nm, optimized
for meaasurements of th
he faint atmosph
heric O I 630nm
m line. Laser
measurrements of the ggrating efficiencyy in many orders have been
made in
n both the Littro
ow configuration
n and in the MIG
GHTI working
configurration. A groo
ove profile hass been obtained
d from AFM
measurrements and useed to calculate grating efficienccies with the
PCGratee code. With a sm
mall empirical ad
djustment to the groove angle,
PCGratee efficiency callculations weree in good agreeement with
experim
mental measurem
ments.
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Figure 11. View looking into the entrance aperture of a MIGHTI
interferometer after assembly.
The two gratings are
superimposed in this view. The rectangular blocks are
precision spacers that maintain optical gaps while allowing for
some thermal mismatch between different optical glasses [11].
A row of laser inscribed fiducial marks is seen on the lower
edge of the right grating. Since the fringe localization plane is at
the grating face, these marks will also be in focus at the detector
and allow tracking of grating image movements due to thermal
distortion etc. [16].
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